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masters.vol15 working 5/25/10 1:08 am page 36 ishimura ... - by jose m. fraguas one of the first thing
that strikes about ... shito-ryu, and wado-ryu. i joined the wado-ryu club because it had the most members. all
we did for the entire first year was practice kihon to remove any bad habits. then, ... masters.vol15_working
5/25/10 1:08 am page 36. gene tibon - president - jose fraguas has black belts in judo, tae kwondo, and
kenpo-karate. he has a 5th degree black belt in shito ryu karate under japanese masters masahiro okada and
yasunari ishimi. he began a career as a writer at age of 16 by serving as a regular contributor to martial arts
magazines in great britain, france, spain, italy, germany, ... ac s t returning to yoshimi the source inoue 26 fall 2012 a r t icle t it le martial arts masters 27 yoshimi inoue c o ver s to r y t his quiet and reverent sensei
is one of the most important shito ryu in - structors in the world today. his posi - tion as director of jkf Òinoueha shito ryu only for educational purpose - mitsuya-kai - masters so he could study their techniques, their
kata, and their methods both in karate-do and kobudo. through these experiences, he founded the hayashi-ha
shito-ryu of karate-do and the kenshin-ryu of kobudo. soke hayashi was a man of great temper and charisma,
as well as a great fighter. he gained respect from the most rele- a selected martial arts reading list superior, co - a selected martial arts reading list the materials listed here are offered to those who would like
to know a little more about the history, philosophy, and practical application of a number of the different
martial arts. goju-ryu karate ramon veras - but goju ryu karate to sensei veras isn’t all about physical
techniques, it is about relationships, ... by jose m. fraguas . martial arts masters 73. goju-ryu karate ... shotokan and shito-ryu. i have attended seminars with takayuki mikami of jka shotokan, and with kanazawa sensei,
also of jka shotokan, and n shito kai with ... shotokan masters: in their own words - litllibraryfo masters. shotokan masters: in their own words: jose m. fraguas 18 apr 2015 - 4 min - uploaded by
mastersmagazineshotokan masters i.s.k.f master camp training (special 3 dvd set ) featuring karate-do
shotokai - the official site of harada sensei s . funakoshi to study under other karate masters and learn all he
could. luis manuel alberte pereiras - karateinthewoodlands - in homage to the pioneers and masters of
martial arts. granted by the metropolitan mayor antonio ledezma. may/2014 ... pan-american shito ryu karate
do federation and the shito kai federation of venezuela – renshi allen tanzadeh, secretary of the pan-american
shito ryu karate do federation (pskf). kata/kumite referee certification course - kata/kumite referee
certification course sunday ~ january 26, 2014 japanese art & cultural center 4334 moorpark ave. san jose, ca
95129 ... martial arts masters 29 a ... wado-ryu and shito-ryu to the point of being able to knowledgably judge
welcome to the sato ha international newsletter for october. - sato ha shito ryu kokusai rengo meeting
in new delhi chief instructors and their assistants will be attending a meeting of sato ha shito ryu kokusai
rengo in new delhi, india on january 4-6, 2018. we will be sending details about the hotel, workshops and
meeting soon (as of the date of 2014 world head of family sokeship - shito ryu . from south carolina –
grandmaster phil little – long- ... shihan jose alvarado – san yama bushi jutsu international achievement world
spiritual guide in martial arts – gm sri dinesh – india/ france ... 2014 world head of family sokeship author.
usankf • volume 4 1 - sandra-san - shito ryu and goju ryu are similar en many ways since the shito
ÒcurriculumÓ en - compasses the ÒnahaÓ kata. of course, they are different but not like goju ryu and
shotokan, for instance. the delivery way of the techniques is very different, sho - tokan uses wide motions,
very open and wide stances, the body moves differently. c:documents and settingsjcallistermy
documentsjjjjij lii j - about this shito-ryu stylist in this startling interview by jose fraguas disclaimer cfw
enterpr ses as publisher is an advertising platform and does not endorse or make representation. variant' or
guarantee concerning the safety or effectiveness of either the products and adverli*d this magazine or the
martial arts or other techruques discussed o/ presents 27th. ryobu kai northwest cl assc invit tional ... presents 27th. ryobu-kai northwest classic invitational 27th. ryobu-kai northwest cl assc invit tional march
15,16,17th, 2013 sensei junki yoshida kiyoshi yamazaki t akayuki kubota fumio demura tomohiro arashiro
kunio miyake isao (gary) tsutsui jay farrell cathy cline cleveland baxter jose fraguas dr.julius thiry hoang ngan
nguyen oshihiro ... bbm 1 - american amateur karate federation - every year and invite masters from gojuryu, shito-ryu [and so on] to discuss the fundamental principles ofall traditional karate styles. then, based on
these principles, we continue writing the competition rules. it's still not complete, but we tw our best to cover
traditional karate as it is. this is why our rules define the technique. kase ha shotokan - lecourt pascal - like
jks shotokan, shito ryu or goju ryu? the kase ha school is primarily characterized by a freer style in its
expression, which is why the “fudo-dashi” is the reference position of our style; it is powerful, low, fluid and
free, allowing stability and perfect body control. he thought it was a better position for the young martial
arts enthusiast - casaldetiago - the young martial arts enthusiast katori shinto ryu the katori shrine is a
notable shinto landmark that is located in katori, sawara city in the chiba prefecture, and is dedicated to futsunushi-no-mikoto. katori shinto ryu - doshikai ‘know media’ at auk bridges gap between theory and
practice t - what’s on thursday, january 16, 2014 announcements t he ties center is glad to announce that its
winter ties center - where cultures meet 2 arabic language courses will begin on sunday akratricleate title nckf - martial arts masters 29 a ... by jose m. fraguas ... i have also studied goju-ryu, wado-ryu and shito-ryu to
the point of being able to knowledgably judge the kata from these varying styles. as we all know, jka is the
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most recognized shotokan organization in the world. my karate training has strong influence from jka
instructors such as alex ... only for educational purpose - mitsuya-kai - ts the chief instructor of japan
karate-do hayashi-ha shito-ryu. sensei hayashi started his karate training osaka, japan, under kosei kuniba, an
original shito-ryu karate-do student of kenwa mabuni, who also received instruction from choki motobu and
funakoshi gichin. later on, hayashi went to study under the great master of the gov-ryu system ... zen at war
2nd edition war and peace library [pdf][epub] - zen at war 2nd edition war and peace library [pdf][epub]
the humble community has contributed over $142 million to charity since 2010, making an the art of wing
chun kung fu. art of wing chun. - borilaštvo - leung ting, etc…the information in this book has never
appeared anywhere before. the author, jose m. fraguas proudly presents “wing chun masters”, with an
amazing repertoire of great masters and teachers of the art of wing chun kung fu. in this volume, interviews
with the world’s top masters like the “kaiser of wing tsun”, keith r ... scan0016 - international traditional
karate federation - every year and invite masters from goju-ryu, shito-ryu [and so on] to discuss the
fundamental principles of all traditional karate styles. then, based on these principles, we continue writing the
competition rules. it's still not complete, but we try our best to cover traditional karate as it is. this is why our
rules define the technique. july 10-13th, 2014 (date corrected) - jpnarts - july 10-13th, 2014 (date
corrected) peppermill hotel & casino in reno, nevada july 16, 2013 dear sensei and friends, i hope this finds
you all well and having an enjoyable summer. i have just returned from our most recent nationals & team trials
in greenville, sc which was one of the most successful in recent years. octobre - bruzkarateles.wordpress sam 14 coupe de france shito ryu gymnase léo lagrange (paris 12è) s/m 14 au 18 championnat du monde
wushu seniors djakarta (indonésie) sam 14 championnat cdk56 kata et kumitém/c/j/s a définir dim 15 coupe
départementale cdk56 kata et kumité p/p/b à définir ven 20 examen 7ème dan karaté do salle awazu "inj"
presentación de powerpoint - codeme - laura gabriela lozada palomino bronce 400m bf, en xiii copa del
mundo de natación con aletas de la cmas, coral springs florida usa. 11 al 13 de mayo de 2018 oro
100/200/400m bf y plata 50m bf, en campeonato nacional por club categorías de nado con aletas y velocidad
subacuática, chiapas. 11 al 14 de julio principal’s report - wangiwangi-phools.nsw - councillors: abbey
bullock, bridie gardner, tom masters i would like to congratulate these students elected into leadership
positions for 2013. it is an honour to represent the school in the various roles and our leaders are worthy
candidates. the school newsletter is sent home every fortnight with the youngest child in each family. please
make bücherliste zum karate do (und dvd's) - bücherliste zum karate do (und dvd's) von wolfgang beck,
karate dojo lehrte aktualisiert 12.11.2017...diese liste ist inzwischen ziemlich lang geworden und nicht
besonders geordnet. horarios de actividades deportivas y recreativas horario ... - respectivos salones
jovenes y adultos solo clases marcadas por el programa lomas fit en sus diferentes horarios kata no bunkai –
zur analyse der formen - tsuru - dan) i n fraguas, jose m., karate masters, unique publ cat s, burbank 2001,
s. 198 2 patri ck m carthy, ebenda, s. 200 3 hierbei handelt es sich l ediglich um die eigenen Überl gungen und
forschungen des autors und keinesfalls um, für die allgemeinheit verbindliche, universelle richtlinien. . 3.
presentación de powerpoint - lomassporting - karate do y shito ryu karate do y acrobacia karate do y
armas kick boxing tae kwon do hata yoga yoga infantil tiro con arco escuela de nataciÓn particulares de
nataciÓn escuela de fÚtbol basquetbol padel tenis telas aereas gimnasia olimpica/urbana (niÑos y niÑas) hor
responsable pedro peÑaloza armando rojas a rio por la tarde 40 trimestrv'
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